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Abstract. In this paper a scheme for utilizing shape independent basis functions for a hierarchical multiresolution
image compression is shown. First, an image is segmented
and its segments' boundaries are polygon approximated,
thus achieving an image mask. Second, this image mask
and the image are used as an input of a three-level
hierarchical encoder. The hierarchical encoder subsamples the image and the image mask and encodes them
shape independently; it produces an output bit stream on a
respective level that is also used on lower level(s) for
further coding. On the base level a triangulation of the
image mask is performed for superior performance.
Another compression mode is, hence, introduced for the
shape independent transform coding.
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1. Introduction
Modern communication technologies develop very
fast. Transmitted information needs to be displayed to a
user. In general, different compression modes can be used
– sequential, progressive or hierarchical. They define the
way the most important information from the data is
chosen and the order in witch it is processed.
Different users use different display devices, ranging
from cell phone displays to high resolution LCDs, to
portray image information. If one source image was available and straightforward encoding method was used, full
decoding would have been necessary to be performed for
each display resolution although many displays require
only the lower resolution. Thus we recognize a need for
multiresolution processing which would ensure different
resolutions in one bit stream that does not have to be fully
decoded to receive the lower resolution image. Multiresolution output bit stream is achieved by hierarchical
schemes, e.g. [1]. In the hierarchical scheme, an image is
coded as a sequence of layers in pyramid. A decoder then
processes only the pyramid layers necessary to decode to

specific resolution. Hence one bit stream contains all the
data needed to decode to multiple resolutions. Another
asset of the multiresolution approach can be observed
when errors occur in transmission. Even if it is impossible
to resend the image data and if the error is not in the beginning of the bit stream, low resolution image is already correctly received. Moreover, user may want to receive the
low resolution image first and then decide if he or she
wishes to receive the full resolution image, too.
We are not aware of any hierarchical compression
method using the shape independent transform. In [6], a
quasi-progressive compression mode although labeled as
progressive mode is presented. [14] introduces progressive
segmentation-based image coding.

1.1 Prior Work
Our scheme is based on a region-oriented image
coding algorithm employing orthonormal basis functions
[10] improved on by a segment-oriented shape independent
orthogonal transform texture approximation [6] in sequential mode. We showed that the same basis functions can be
used also for a segment-oriented interpolation of images
[11] and that we can use different basis functions [7]. For
faster processing we presented smaller regions based on a
triangulation of a segmented image [12] and further we
showed that the missing data can be extrapolated with the
existing set of basis functions of the selected orthogonal
transform [13]. Progressive and hierarchical modes should
be also of our interest. Progressive compression mode
processes spectral coefficients from each region in order of
their significance. It would require additional information
about coefficient's position to be coded and also add complexity to the processing. Thus, we focus only on the
hierarchical mode. Crucial prerequisite for the hierarchical
compression mode is an ability to perform interpolation of
a respective region with the chosen basis functions that we
showed it holds [11]. No significant additional data reduction is expected, but the hierarchical compression and
transfer mode may be of importance for specific applications as we outlined above.
In this paper a scheme for the hierarchical encoding in
three levels using the shape independent transform is presented. In Section 2 description of the processes applied to
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the image before entering the hierarchical structure itself is
given. Section 3 describes the hierarchical encoder with
results in Section 4 and conclusion drawn in Section 5.

the top level of the pyramid, the difference between the
source image and the reference reconstructed image is
coded. On the top level, the subsampled image is coded;
and on the base level, the triangulated mask replaces the
image mask as an input into the level coder. The boundaries of the image mask encoded using the 8-directional
algorithm are transmitted in the separate boundaries bit
stream. The level texture coding uses basis functions of 2D
shape independent orthogonal discrete cosine transform II
[6]. Shape independent transforms with different basis
functions are also possible [7], [8]. The decoder operates in
the reversed order.
Fig. 2, 3, 4 and 5 show the performance of the proposed scheme in preprocessing, on the top level, the second
level and the base level, respectively.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the three-level hierarchical encoder.

2. Preprocessing
Digital image is an input of the proposed scheme.
Concerning advantages of the segment-oriented approach
in the image processing [2] this approach is used. The
image hence needs to be prepared to be encoded using the
shape independent transform. In our scheme, the image is
segmented and the segments' boundaries are approximated
before it enters the hierarchical processing (see Fig. 1).
An unsupervised segmentation method for color-texture regions [3] is used. It tests for a homogeneity of the
given color-texture pattern. The result of the segmentation
can be an image where each region is defined by its unique
gray or color value. Segment's texture and boundaries are
processed separately, thus next boundaries are found using
the 8-directional algorithm [4]. These boundaries are then
approximated with polygons. The polygonal approximation
supports the bit rate reduction, because there is no need to
encode all the directions between the endpoints of the
boundary segment. Hence an image mask is formed.
On the base level the highest resolution (the largest
image) is being encoded. Here, the shape independent
transform is applied to the largest segments in the process.
This implies that a time needed for the transform is the
highest. To provide faster processing, smaller regions entering the shape independent transform are necessary.
Polygon decomposition technique [12] that introduces triangular mesh of the image mask [5] is, therefore, used.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Image Baboon 256 x 256 pixels, 256 gray levels:
a) original, b) image mask (the segmented image with
polygonal approximation applied).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Top level processing: a) the subsampled original image
(Fig. 2a) by the factor of 4 in each dimension (64 x 64
pixels), b) the subsampled image mask (Fig. 2b) by the
factor of 4 in each dimension, c) the decoded subsampled
image a) (0.05 bpp of original size).

(a)

(b)

(e)

3. Hierarchical Encoder
The image and its mask are an input into the hierarchical encoder (see Fig. 1). Both are sub-sampled by the
factor of 4 and 2 in each dimension on the top and the second level, respectively. Each lower size (higher level)
image provides prediction for the next level [1]. Except for

(c)

(c)

(d)

(f)

Fig. 4. Second level processing: a) the subsampled original
image (Fig. 2a) by the factor of 2 in each dimension
(128 x 128 pixels), b) the upsampled decoded image
from top level (Fig. 3c) using B-spline interpolation, c)
the difference between a) and b), d) the subsampled
image mask (Fig. 2b) by the factor of 2 in each
dimension, e) the decoded difference c) (0.05 bpp of
original size), f) sum of b) and e).
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and JPEG baseline coder. As expected, very similar results
for sequential and hierarchical modes can be observed.

a)

b)

c)

a)

b)

c)

d)

d)

e)
Fig. 5. Base level processing: a) the upsampled decoded image
from second level (Fig. 4f) using B-spline interpolation,
b) the difference between the original (Fig. 2a) and a), c)
the image mask for base level – triangulated Fig. 2b), d)
the decoded difference b) (0.35 bpp), e) sum of a) and d)
- final product of the decoding process (0.5 bpp; PSNR
23.22 dB).

4. Results
Fig.6 depicts the results of the proposed scheme together with the comparison with sequential segment-oriented shape independent DCT scheme. Our approach is
based on [6] and JPEG standard baseline coder [9]. Instead
of the default shape independent basis functions any other
shape independent basis functions can be used; and there
can be different basis functions used on separate levels
(until the same basis functions are used in corresponding
level decoder). In Fig. 6 a), b), c) DCT-DCT-DCT, DCTDCT-HT, DCT-DCT-WHT combinations of transforms,
respectively, are shown. All of them have very similar
PSNR performance even with JPEG but JPEG is affected
by disturbing blocking effect. Among basis functions combinations, the DCT-DCT-DCT combination results in the
best PSNR of 21.64 dB in the test image. Fig. 7 and 8 portray the PSNR performance of our scheme with DCTDCT-DCT transform combination, sequential approach

e)
Fig. 6. Different transforms combinations comparison at 0.2
bpp: a) the proposed scheme with DCT-DCT-DCT level
transforms (PSNR 21.64 dB), b) the proposed scheme
with DCT-DCT-HT level transforms (PSNR 21.32 dB),
c) the proposed scheme with DCT-DCT-WHT level
transforms (PSNR 21.58 dB), d) the sequential segmentoriented DCT scheme (PSNR 21.3 dB), e) JPEG standard
(PSNR 21.2 dB). [Note: DCT – discrete cosine transform, HT – Haar transform, WHT – Walsh-Hadamard
transform].

5. Conclusion
The scheme introduces hierarchical coding for the
shape independent transform. It offers the additional compression mode for arbitrarily shaped segments coding. Initial segmentation of the test image produced 30 arbitrarily
shaped segments. They were processed at different resolutions and overall results were comparable to the sequential
mode results. Hence, the functionality of our scheme was
demonstrated.
Further research should also evaluate if the extrapolation with the used basis functions can be efficiently applied
for the missing data estimation.
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